Guarantee your database
environment, with no limits to
growth and scalability:

Percona Unlimited Server
Support

With Percona Unlimited
Support, you can:

Don’t waste time counting servers, Percona has you covered!

•

•

•

Accommodate rapid
growth and application
development
Support unlimited
numbers of physical,
virtual and cloud servers
Maximize flexibility and
scalability

Percona Unlimited Support
provides your company with:
•
•
•

Excellent performance
Higher availability
24x7x365 SLA’s

Bringing immediate, noticeable
and long lasting benefits at a
price matched to meet your
budget and needs.

Growing organizations employ a mix of technologies to make applications and
websites deliver the needed business results. This often leads to a variety of
databases running on a mix of physical, virtual and cloud servers – all of which need to
be monitored, measured and maintained. To complicate matters more, changing
business needs and new business goals means spinning up and tearing down
databases regularly – especially in the cloud or when using a database-as-a-service
(DBaaS).
Counting servers is the last thing you need to worry about when scaling applications
and delivering maximum uptime to accommodate rapid growth. Enterprises need an
all-in-one plan that covers all their database server technologies and platforms,
allowing them to mix, match and change servers as needed, with cost-effective,
unlimited server support from the most trusted team of experts in the business.
Stop counting servers!
Percona Unlimited support is a highly responsive, effective, and affordable option to
ensure the continuous performance of all your current and yet-to-be deployed
MySQL, MariaDB, MongoDB, and PostgreSQL database instances across physical,
virtual, cloud-based and DBaaS servers. Percona Unlimited support prevents database
and server instability, ensures data recovery, increases performance and response
times, minimizes outages and provides proactive systems monitoring and alert
responses.
With Percona Unlimited Server Support, you get:
•

•

•

Unlimited Servers. Percona’s unlimited server support for all your MySQL,
MariaDB, MongoDB, and PostgreSQL servers matches the way you scale and
grow your business.
Effective help. Percona’s industry-leading technology experts use their fullstack proficiency to help thousands of customers in almost every industry
ensure highly reliable, high-performance database infrastructures.
Affordable database ownership. Lower your TCO by combining your MySQL,
MariaDB, MongoDB, and PostgreSQL database support needs with a single,
enterprise-class vendor, simple contracts, and flexible pricing and payment
options that meet your budget requirements.

www.percona.com

Our unlimited server support options are designed to meet your requirements and specific needs. Percona Unlimited
support is technology-agnostic, so that we can provide you with the best solution for your environment. It gives you a
single short and simple support contract for all your database needs, no matter what the platform – with flexible pricing
and payment options.

Percona Support
Percona Support is a highly responsive, effective, affordable option to ensure the continuous performance of your
MySQL, MariaDB, MongoDB, and PostgreSQL deployments. Our user-friendly support team is accessible 24x7x365 online
or by phone to ensure that your entire database environment and architecture are running optimally. We can help you
increase your uptime, be more productive, reduce your support budget, and implement fixes for performance issues
faster. Percona Unlimited support gives you direct, live access to technical experts and is trusted by 2800+ companies.
Our support with industry-leading renewal rates (90%+).

About Percona
Percona is a technology-assisted database services company that delivers enterprise-class support, consulting and managed
services solutions and software for MySQL, MongoDB and other open source databases across traditional and cloud-based
platforms. Percona experts maximize application performance while streamlining database efficiencies. Our global 24x7x365
teams have worked with over 3,000 clients worldwide, including the largest companies on the Internet, who use MySQL,
Percona Server for MySQL, MariaDB®, MongoDB, Percona Server for MongoDB, PostgreSQL, Amazon® RDS and Aurora,
Google Cloud SQL, and Microsoft Azure Database.

Contact Us Now
Percona can help you build, fix, optimize and manage your data projects. To put together a custom database
performance package, contact us at +1-888-316-9775 (USA), +44 203 608 6727 (Europe) or sales@percona.com.

www.percona.com

